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Abstract—The explosion of data consumption has led to a
renewed interest in byte caching. With studies showing potential
reductions in network traffic of 50%, this fine grained caching
technique looks like a very good and attractive solution for mobile
wireless operators. However, properties of wireless networks
actually present new challenges. We first show that a single
packet loss, re-ordering or corruption – all common conditions
over the air interface – can result in circular dependencies and
cause existing byte caching algorithms to loop endlessly. To
remedy the problem, we then explore a new set of encoding
algorithms. Third, we assess the impact of packet losses on
byte caching performances, both in terms of byte savings and
delay reduction. We found that a mere 1% packet loss can
already nullify any delay reduction and instead cause significant
increases that users may not be willing to tolerate. Finally, we
shared several insights, including interactions between transport
layer protocol’s mechanisms (e.g., TCP window congestion) and
byte caching operations that can cause sophisticated encoding
algorithms to perform poorly. We believe that these insights are
important for designing more efficient and robust byte caching
encoding algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of smartphones has caused an increase in data

consumption, and brought wireless networks to their knees.

Users are unable to establish data connections, and wireless

networks are in dire need of solutions to alleviate network

congestion. This situation has led to a regained interest in byte

caching (also commonly called data redundancy elimination)

– initially proposed by Spring and Wetherall [17] – both from

the industry [4], [3], [1] and the research community [12], [6],

[7], [8], [5], [18].

For a high-level description, byte caching works as follows.

It relies on two main functionalities: an encoder and a decoder

deployed at the end points of a resource-constrained segment.

The encoder and decoder can be deployed at intermediate

nodes [4], [3], [1], [6] or even at the end hosts [5], [12]. As

packets are routed towards their destination, the encoder and

decoder intercept the data at either the network (layer 3) or

the transport (layer 4) layer of the OSI model, compute a set

of fingerprints (based on a one way hash function) for each

packet, and store copies of both those fingerprints and packets

in a local cache. Later, if some content (or a portion thereof)

is retransmitted, the encoder identifies the repeated regions,

thanks to the fingerprints, substitutes them with pointers to

those contents, and sends the compressed packets downstream.

From the packets cached locally, the decoder reconstructs the

initial packets, thus saving bandwidth and potentially lowering

latency on the forwarding paths between the encoder and

decoder.

Because of its simplicity, wide application to all protocols

(e.g., HTTP, FTP, POP3, etc.), and fine granularity, byte

caching is a very attractive solution. In contrast to HTTP

caching [10], delta encoding [13] or other application specific

solutions (e.g., email optimization proxies [2]), byte caching

does not need to recognize nor interpret the application syntax.

On the opposite, it can apply to all types of traffic (e.g.,

video, email, file retrieval, web browsing), and eliminates

redundancy both intra-flow and inter-flows [7]. In addition,

its finer granularity makes it applicable to modified content,

dynamic content and media streaming. Finally, this technique

applies to not only files retrieved by clients from servers, but

also objects posted or uploaded by clients. Several empirical

studies have been conducted and shown that byte caching can

reduce network utilization by up to 50% [6], or an additional

39% saving after traditional Web proxy caching [17].

However, with a few exceptions [8], [5], most of the existing

analyses have been performed on packet traces [17], [12], [6],

[7], [18]. While those studies have been critical in verifying

the core ideas and evaluating the potential benefits of byte

caching, they present limitations.

First, they ignore important problems that can affect its

proper operation. For example, Internet measurements (e.g.,

[9]) have established the occurrence of corruption, packet

loss and reordering in the Internet routing system. Also,

packet losses and corruptions are frequent events in wireless

networks. We developed a complete implementation of byte

caching, and demonstrate that a single occurrence of any

such event (e.g., a simple packet loss) can actually result

in not simply degraded performances as previously reported

[12], but more importantly, circular dependencies and infi-

nite recursions, ultimately stalling the connection(s). When

byte caching is implemented on top of Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP), this transport protocol handles any packet

loss, re-ordering or corruption that may happen during the

transmission. However, such a solution is not applicable to

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) data streams. More impor-

tantly, implementing byte caching on top of TCP conflicts and

causes problems with node mobility. We present the issues in

Section II. On the opposite, implementing byte caching at the

IP level is compatible with existing solutions (e.g., Mobile IP)

and can suitably handle node mobility.

Second, trace-based studies do not allow us to analyze im-

portant metrics such as the delay between a client’s input and

the server’s response, one of the strongest stressors in human-

computer interactions. Using our complete implementation, we

were instead able to evaluate the effects of packet losses on



byte caching performance. While studies have reported latency

gains of up to 35% [5], we found that a mere 1% packet

loss can already nullify any reduction in latency. Rather than

reduction, we show that packet losses, in conjunction with

byte caching, can add significant delays that users may not be

willing to tolerate. To briefly illustrate the reasons, we consider

a sequence of n IP packets (IP1, IP2, ..., IPn) and we assume

that each packet, IPk (1 < k ≤ n), is encoded with the

previous one, i.e., IPk−1. The loss of a packet, e.g., IP1, will

prevent all subsequent packets, i.e., IP2, ..., IPn, from being

decoded. In other words, byte caching creates dependencies

between IP packets which increases the resulting loss rate,

and TCP performance has been shown to degrade rapidly in

the presence of correlated losses as its recovery mechanisms

reduce the window sizes by half and increase the timeouts

exponentially. This problem was first described by Lumezanu

et al. [12]. However, that study looked only at the impact of

packet loss on bandwidth savings, not delay.

Because long delays are one of the main causes of frustra-

tion of Internet users who have been shown to bail out past a

waiting threshold, we focus on the effects of byte caching on

download times, especially in the presence of packet losses,

packet corruption and packet re-ordering. In this paper, we

make the following contributions:

• First, we demonstrate that the existing byte caching algo-

rithm may never terminate. We show that a packet corrup-

tion, a packet loss or a re-ordered packet – all events which

occur in the Internet – can result in cache desynchronization

between the encoder and decoder, and ultimately circular

dependencies which cause the encoder and decoder to loop

endlessly. From the user’s perspective, the TCP connections

stall.

• Second, we show that the problem is important. We

conduct a number of experiments, and more specifically,

have a client retrieve a 574 KB file from a server. We

observe that out of 50 file retrieval attempts, with a 1%

packet loss rate, the client could successfully download the

file only once. 49 out of 50 runs resulted in TCP connection

stalls. With reseachers showing that 50% of the volume

from Web traces have size larger than 4 MB [11], the

problem could affect a large fraction of the Internet traffic.

• Third, we propose a new set of encoding algorithms that

are more robust to packet losses, packet corruption and

packet re-ordering. In particular, the proposed solutions

break the circular dependencies and prevent the above

problem.

• Fourth, we evaluate the impact of byte caching on band-

width savings and download times, in the presence of

packet losses, packet corruption and packet re-ordering.

We implemented byte caching, and measured the traffic

utilization and download times for varying packet loss rates.

Although the newly proposed encoded algorithms offer

savings in the number of bytes even with 10% packet losses,

byte caching can already double the download times with

even only 2% loss rate.

• Finally, we share insights we learned from the experi-

ments. We found that encoding algorithms that enable high

degrees of compression can surprisingly provide poorer

performance. We present the observations we discovered

and explain reasons behind the results. These insights

are important for the design of more robust and efficient

algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we pro-

vide background information on byte caching, and motivations

for this study (Section II). Second, we describe further details

on the byte caching algorithms, and an overview of the system

we implemented (Section III). Third, we present conditions

that can cause byte caching to never terminate, analyze the

root cause of the problem, and conduct experiments to quantify

the importance of the problem (Section IV). We find that

the problem can occur frequently. Consequently, we introduce

three solutions to break and prevent the identified circular

dependencies (Section V). We evaluate the different encoding

schemes and present the results in Section VI. Some sophis-

ticated encoding algorithms surprisingly give poorer perfor-

mance. We share the insights we discovered in Section VII.

Finally, we discuss related work in Section VIII and conclude

the paper with Section IX.

II. MOTIVATIONS

The TCP transport protocol provides for a reliable and

ordered delivery of packets. As such, one may argue that

performing byte caching on TCP traffic is preferable as it

directly handles any issue related due to packet loss, packet re-

ordering, and packet corruption. However, such implementa-

tion presents issues with node mobility; and with smartphones

and emerging tablets supporting heterogeneous network con-

nectivity (e.g., WiFi, cellular), mobility, especially that be-

tween heterogeneous access networks (e.g., from cellular to

WiFi) is becoming increasingly important for mobile wireless

operators. If byte caching is done at the TCP level, this can

result in disconnections for mobile clients which can interfere

with data transfers. As we show below, this problem can be

alleviated by performing byte caching at the IP level.

First, we observe that not only the radio interface, but also

the backbone infrastructure, of cellular networks is currently

under heavy stress. As such, as illustrated in Figure 1, mobile

network operators are considering deploying byte caching

gateways in their backbone network. However, traditional im-

plementations of byte caching over TCP traffic present issues

with node mobility (Section II-A). In contrast, performing

byte caching on IP packets permits mobility (Section II-B),

although such approach is sensitive to packet losses – a

problem that we consequently further explore and address in

this paper.

A. Byte Caching TCP traffic and Node Mobility

Byte caching is typically implemented at the TCP transport

layer in a transparent manner [3], [1]. Contrary to traditional

explicit proxies, this transparent mode renders the presence

of the byte caching gateways invisible to the clients and
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Fig. 1. Issues with mobility

eliminates any requirement for configuration at the clients.

We illustrate the transparent mode and the problem such

implementation creates with mobility. As depicted in Figure 1,

we consider a client C retrieving an object from a HTTP server

S.

t1 The client attempts to connect with the server by

sending it a TCP SYN message.

t2 The local gateway, G1 intercepts the SYN, and

completes the TCP three-way handshake with C.

At the same time, it communicates with the remote

gateway G2 to establish a new TCP connection

with the intended server S, to retrieve the requested

object. In other words, we have three separate TCP

connections, each with its own initial TCP sequence

numbers. However, the source and destination IP

address fields of the packets sent by the client and

server are unmodified by the gateways, rendering

their presence invisible to both the client and server.

The server starts sending data to G2, which encodes

and forwards it to G1. G1 reconstructs the initial

payloads and sends them to the client.

t3 At this time, the client may be moving, and conse-

quently, connecting to the server through a different

access network. For example, the client may be

moving from a cellular access network to a WiFi

one, and the new path to the server may not include

any byte caching gateway. In particular, the packets

may no longer traverse G1. If the client changes IP

address, solutions such as Mobile IP can conceal the

change of IP address to the TCP layer by using the

client’s Home Address.

t4 The client sends an acknowledgment message (e.g.,

TCP ACK = 100) to notify the server it has received

the data and is ready to receive more.

t5 The received segment acknowledgment does not

match the one expected at the server since the

sequence numbers actually belong to separate TCP

connections, resulting in a TCP stall.

B. Byte Caching IP traffic and Node Mobility

Performing byte caching at the IP level preserves the end

to end nature of TCP. Consequently, when the client moves to

a different access network and packets get lost on-the-fly, the

client can still recover the missing packets. To illustrate it, we

reconsider the scenario of Figure 1 and assume the gateways

perform byte caching at the IP level.

After the client sends the request, the server starts sending

IP packets. The gateway G2 intercepts the IP packets, searches

for redundancy, and may compress the IP payloads. G1 recon-

structs the initial IP packets and forwards them to the client

thus saving bandwidth on the link between G2 and G1. When

the client moves to a different access network, packets may

not reach the client but get lost during the procedure. However,

because the end to end nature of TCP is preserved, when the

client sends an acknowledgment message (e.g., TCP ACK =

100) from its new point of attachment to the server, this latter

learns the amount of data the client has successfully received

so far, and can retransmist the missing packets and resume the

object download. The new path may include another pair of

byte caching gateways (e.g., G3, G4) which could eliminate

data redundancy between them, in a manner transparent to the

users and that is compatible with node mobility.

Performing byte caching at the IP layer is therefore com-

patible with mobility. However, such approach is sensitive to

packet loss, packet error, and packet redordering. Any such

event can result in cache desynchronization and affect the byte

caching operations. Although a TCP tunnel between the byte

caching gateways could provide a reliable transmission chan-

nel, encapsulating TCP in TCP can result in the TCP meltdown

problem. For these reasons, the subsequent sections look at

the impact of unreliable IP forwarding on the correctness and

performance of byte caching.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We provide an overview of our implementation of byte

caching. While several optimizations have been suggested to

reduce the computing and memory requirements (e.g., [5]),

we implemented and present the initial version proposed by

Spring and Wetherall [17] since our focus is not on the server’s

load but the impact of packet losses, re-ordering and corruption

on byte caching. We describe both the general concept of byte

caching and the details of our implementation.

A. Byte Caching

For each packet, the encoder computes a set of fingerprints

by sliding a w byte window over the packet and computing

the Rabin fingerprint [14] of each window. To satisfy the

computational and memory constraints, only the fingerprints

whose last k bits are zero are retained. The corresponding

packets are also stored in a local cache.

Then, when a subsequent packet, Pnew, arrives at the

encoder, its representative Rabin fingerprints are computed in

a similar manner. If a fingerprint, r, falls in the range (i.e.,

ends with k zero bits), the encoder retrieves the corresponding

stored packet, Pstored, from its cache. The newly arrived

packet, Pnew, and the stored packet, Pstored, are compared

to verify the presence of a redundant region (two different

strings could result in an identical Rabin fingerprint because

of hash collisions), and to determine the boundaries of the



A. (Input) Packet Pnew

B. (Redundancy Identification and Elimination Procedure)

1: INITIALIZE pointer to beginning of Pnew

2: ADVANCE pointer by w bytes
3: while end of packet Pnew not reached do
4: COMPUTE Rabin fingerprint r of window w
5: if (r falls in range) AND (r is present in local cache)

then
6: RETRIEVE Pstored from local cache
7: DETERMINE boundaries and length len of re-

peated area surrounding w
8: if len > 14 then
9: SUBSTITUTE repeated area with encoding field

10: MOVE pointer by (len + w) bytes
11: end if
12: MOVE pointer to next byte
13: end if
14: MOVE pointer to next byte
15: end while

C. (Cache Update Procedure)

1: INITIALIZE pointer to beginning of Pnew

2: ADVANCE pointer by w bytes
3: while end of packet Pnew not reached do
4: COMPUTE Rabin fingerprint r of window w
5: if r falls in range then
6: INSERT r, Pnew into local cache
7: end if
8: MOVE pointer to next byte
9: end while

D. (Output) Encoded packet

Fig. 2. Encoder logic.

repeated content. The encoder then eliminates the redundant

data, and instead indicates the Rabin fingerprint r, the length

of the repeated area, and the offsets in the current and stored

packets so the decoder can reconstruct the initial payload. The

encoder also updates its cache by replacing the entry for r from

Pstored to Pnew. These steps are repeated until the encoder

reaches the end of the payload.

B. Implementation

The encoder logic is presented in Figure 2. It consists of two

main procedures. The first one identifies the repeated areas. An

encoding field consists of a Rabin fingerprint (8 bytes), the

offset in Pnew (2 bytes), the offset in Pstored (2 bytes) and

the length len (2 bytes) of the redundant sequence of bytes. As

such, a repeated region is encoded only if its length is larger

than 14 bytes (lines B.8 – B.11). The second procedure updates

the local cache. Although not described (for simplicity), we

highlight that in addition to the Rabin fingerprint and the

payload, we also store the offset of the fingerprint in the

packet. This allows the encoder to determine the boundaries

of the repeated area between Pnew and Pstored in a quicker

manner. Finally, we set the parameters k and w to 4 and

16, respectively, to increase the effectiveness of byte caching.

Small values of k and w are more effective as lower k selects a

larger fraction of fingerprints and w determines the minimum

width of the repeated area. However, for performance reasons,

larger values may need to be selected [17], [18].

Decoder

HTTP server

Apache

Encoder
1 MB/s

Packet Loss: 0 − 20%

Client

Fig. 3. Setup environment

k ebook video web page

10 0.3% 0.009% 19–42%

100 0.7% 0.009% 26–49%

1000 1% 1% 26–52%

TABLE I
REDUNDANCY IN WEB OBJECTS

The decoder performs the reciprocal steps to reconstruct the

payload.

C. Deployment Set-up

Figure 3 represents the setup deployment. A client retrieves

a file from a HTTP server. We have examined our solutions on

a wide range of web objects (e.g., ebooks, videos, web pages,

etc.) with sizes ranging from 40KB to 6MB. To re-create the

conditions of a wireless link, we rate-limit the link to 1 MBps

through a traffic shaper, and we vary the packet loss rate of

the link from 0 to 20%. The server is encoding the IP packets

through byte caching to reduce the network utilization, and

the client is supporting the decoding logic. The setup allows

us to measure the impact of packet loss on byte caching. In

particular, we measure both the total number of bytes sent and

the download time.

We recognize that the effectiveness of byte caching depends

upon the nature of web objects and temporal locality of

accesses. Table I shows a baseline measurement on the effec-

tiveness of byte caching for different types of web objects. The

encoder parameter k shows the average amount of redundancy

in any window of k packets. However, we note that the objec-

tive of this paper is not to examine the effectiveness of byte

caching on different web objects / access patterns. Instead,

our objective is to study and quantify negative interferences

between byte caching algorithms and TCP retransmission

schemes.

IV. TCP CONNECTION STALL

A. Problem Description

In this section we show that a naive implementation of byte

caching can result in circular dependencies wherein packet Pi

is encoded using packet Pj and packet Pj is encoded using

packet Pi, effectively making both packets undecodable at

the recipient. We also show that such circular dependencies

may be triggered due to a single packet loss, packet re-order

or packet corruption and can cause arbitrarily many TCP

backoffs, ultimately resulting in connection termination. We

trace the root cause of this problem to an interplay between



the stateless nature of the byte caching algorithm and the TCP

retransmission schemes.

To illustrate the problem, let us consider the following

sequence of events that may occur in a naive byte caching

implementation (Figure 4):

t1 An IP packet IPi−1 contains a sequence m of bytes

whose Rabin fingerprint r falls in the range. As

such, both the fingerprint and packet are stored in the

cache. The packet is then sent from the encoder to the

decoder. However, because of the link characteristics,

the packet is dropped and does not reach the decoder.

t2 The subsequent IP packet IPi contains the same

sequence of bytes m with Rabin fingerprint r. As

such, the sequence m is removed and replaced with

an encoding field. In other words, IP packet IPi is

encoded using IPi−1. The packet IPi is then sent

from the encoder and arrives at the decoder.

t3 Upon receiving the encoded packet IPi, the decoder

attempts to reconstruct the initial payload. In par-

ticular, the encoding field indicates the fingerprint r

which the decoder uses to retrieve the packet in the

cache. However, because IPi−1 was lost, the cache

has no entry corresponding to r. As such, IPi cannot

be decoded, and the packet is dropped.

t4 Since the encoder end’s TCP did not receive any

acknowledgment for the data sent in IPi−1, after a

certain time out, it retransmits the packet. Although

the packet is actually a retransmission of IPi−1, at

the IP layer, it appears as a new IP packet IPi+1.

IPi+1 contains the sequence of bytes m and is

therefore encoded through the payload in the local

cache, i.e., IPi. The entry for r is updated with

IPi+1.

t5 When receiving the encoded IPi+1, the decoder at-

tempts to reconstruct the initial payload by retrieving

the entry corresponding to fingerprint r. However,

the cache has no data for this key. Consequently, the

packet cannot be decoded and is dropped.

The steps t4 and t5 keep repeating while the TCP time outs

grow exponentially, and the application stops receiving data.

B. Root Cause Analysis

We note that the problem arises for the following reason:

After a retransmission, a TCP segment may be encoded using,

not only a preceding one, but also a succeeding one or itself. In

the illustrated case (Figure 4), the first retransmition of IPi−1,

i.e., IPi+1, is encoded using a succeeding packet, IPi. Then,

the second retransmition of IPi−1, i.e., IPi+2, is encoded

using IPi+1, i.e., itself since IPi−1, IPi+1 and IPi+2 are

in fact all the same TCP segment. As depicted in Figure 5,

we obtain circular dependencies between the encoded packets,

and the decoder cannot reconstruct the payloads.

C. Importance of the Problem

The previous sections demonstrated how a single packet loss

can cause a TCP connection to stall, bringing any communica-
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the TCP connection stall problem.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of circular dependencies: As represented by the plain
arrows, IPi+2 is encoded using IPi+1, and IPi+1 is encoded using IPi. In
addition, as depicted by the dashed arrows, IPi−1, IPi+1 and IPi+2 are in
fact all the same TCP segment. Consequently, we obtain circular dependencies
(e.g., IPi+2 – IPi+1 – IPi+2) between the encoded packets.

tion between the client and server to a halt. A natural question

that ensues is: How often does this problem happen?

To answer this question, we conducted the following ex-

periment. We set the packet loss rate to 1%. Others such as

[12] have reported much higher packet loss rates in wireless

networks than the 1% we are assuming. In the presence of

higher packet loss rates, the problems we have identified with

byte caching will be worse.

We clear the caches at the two byte caching end points,

and have the client retrieve a file from the server. The file is

an e-book in text format, with a size of 587,567 bytes. We

repeat the above steps 50 times, and for each run, we report

the percentage of the file that has been retrieved by the client

before the TCP connection stalls. Figure 6 depicts the observed

results. Among the 50 attempts, only one of them successfully

retrieved the file. All the others retrievals failed and got aborted

prematurely because of the cyclic dependencies.

Analyzing the traces, we noticed that as soon as a packet

is lost, the TCP connection stalls for the following reason:

As the IP packets traverse the byte caching encoder, they are

stored in the encoder’s local cache. Then, when a packet is

dropped on its way to the client, the packet does not reach the

byte caching decoder. Upon detecting a missing segment, the

TCP transport protocol retransmits the missing data. The byte

caching encoder compresses the newly retransmitted segment

using the previously stored IP packet. However, since the
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required IP packet is not present in the decoder’s cache, the

decoder is unable to reconstruct the initial segment. The packet

is dropped, and we obtain the cyclic dependencies previously

described. In summary, as soon as a first packet is lost, the

file retrieval comes to an end.

The horizontal solid line in Figure 6 represents the average,

i.e., 25.5% (or 149,829 bytes) of the file being downloaded

across the runs. With a TCP Maximum Segment Size (MSS)

of 1460 bytes on Ethernet, we note that the average closely

corresponds 100 IP packets, the reciprocal of the 1% packet

loss rate. In other words, with a packet loss rate of 1%,

approximately 146,000 bytes can on average be retrieved

before the TCP connection stalls.

We note that Gill et al. [11] have analyzed traces of HTTP

activity from a large enterprise and from a large university,

and revealed that 50% of the data volume comes from objects

larger than 4 MB in the enterprise trace, and 28 MB in the

university trace, all sizes that are significantyly larger than the

600 KB we have considered in the experiments above.

So far, we have focused on the impact of packet loss on

a single TCP connection. In reality, a packet loss may cause

the desynchronization between the encoder’s and decoder’s

caches, and, not only one TCP connection, but all subsequent

connections going through the encoder and decoder may get

affected. As such, the problem is even more important.

V. SOLUTIONS

We explore three solutions to break the circular dependen-

cies previously described. The first solution proposes a simple

approach to break the circular dependencies. The second

algorithm is more sophisticated, and attempts to achieve a

higher degree of compression. Finally, the third approach is

inspired from video encoding techniques, and is applicable to

not only TCP but also UDP traffic.

A. Cache Flush Encoding

This first solution consists in flushing the cache upon detect-

ing a TCP retransmission. This ensures that all retransmitted

A. (Input) Packet Pnew

B. (Redundancy Identification and Elimination Procedure)

1: INITIALIZE pointer to beginning of Pnew

2: ADVANCE pointer by w bytes
3: while end of packet Pnew not reached do
4: COMPUTE Rabin fingerprint r of window w
5: if (r falls in range) AND (r is present in local cache)

then
6: RETRIEVE Pstored, TCP seqstored from local

cache
7: if TCP seqnew > TCP seqstored then
8: DETERMINE boundaries and length len of re-

peated area surrounding w
9: if len > 14 then

10: SUBSTITUTE repeated area with encoding
field

11: MOVE pointer by (len + w) bytes
12: end if
13: MOVE pointer to next byte
14: end if
15: MOVE pointer to next byte
16: end if
17: MOVE pointer to next byte
18: end while

C. (Cache Update Procedure)

1: INITIALIZE pointer to beginning of Pnew

2: ADVANCE pointer by w bytes
3: while end of packet Pnew not reached do
4: COMPUTE Rabin fingerprint r of window w
5: if r falls in range then
6: INSERT r, Pnew, TCP seqnew into local cache
7: end if
8: MOVE pointer to next byte
9: end while

D. (Output) Encoded packet

Fig. 7. TCP Sequence Number encoding algorithm.

segments are encoded using neither a succeeding segment

nor itself. Instead, all retransmitted segments are sent not

encoded. To detect TCP retransmissions, we keep track of the

TCP sequence number of outgoing segments. Any observed

decrease in the TCP sequence number of an outgoing segment

triggers a cache flush.

B. TCP Sequence Number Encoding

Although the previous solution addresses the problem, it

may be too drastic. First, it prevents all retransmitted TCP

segments from being encoded. Although, we indeed want to

avoid a TCP segment from being encoded using a succeeding

segment or itself, a retransmitted TCP segment can still be

encoded using a preceeding segment. Second, by flushing

the cache, the redundancy elimination of the TCP segments

following a TCP retransmission is also affected as the cache

history is shortened.

As such, we propose the encoding algorithm presented in

Figure 7. When a fingerprint falls in the range, we store not

only the packet, the offset of the fingerprint in the payload,

but also the TCP sequence number (line C.6). In addition, for

the redundancy identification and elimination procedure, we

encode a repeated region only if it is present in a preceding
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any of the previous packets until that reference. In this figure, packets IPk ,
and IP2k are references. Packet IPk+2 can be encoded using only IPk+1,
and IPk .

TCP segment. We enforce it by verifying that the TCP

sequence number of the stored packet is strictly lower than

the current packet (line B.7). Otherwise, the redundant area is

left not encoded.

The proposed logic ensures that a TCP segment is not

encoded using a succeeding segment or itself but enables it to

be encoded using any preceeding segment. Compared to the

previous solution, this approach does not require the cache to

be flushed.

C. k-distance Encoding

The third proposal is motivated by the observation that

to more efficiently use the available bandwidth, and increase

the throughput, TCP allows a full window of data to be in-

transit. The TCP window scale option, as defined in RFC 1323,

actually increases the TCP window size from 65,535 bytes to

even 1 Gigabyte.

Consequently, even with the previous scheme, a long se-

quence of packets may already be sent before the encoder

detects a packet loss. As depicted in Figure 8, all the packets in

transit will not be decodable but will have to be re-transmitted.

To limit this effect, we propose the following encoding

algorithm, inspired from the MPEG-4 compression system.

Every k packets, we send a reference not encoded, i.e., a

packet not encoded using any other datagram. The subsequent

k−1 packets can be encoded using the immediately preceding

reference, and any of the previous IP packets until that

reference (see Figure 9). This scheme ensures that no more

than k packets are dropped ensuing a packet loss. We call k,

the distance.

VI. EVALUATION

We evaluated the performances of the three proposed solu-

tions, and compared them with those observed when no byte

caching is applied. We repeated the following experiments for
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a number of objects but only present the most representative

results.

First, we varied the packet loss rates and measured both

the byte savings (Figure 10) and download times (Figure 11)

for the Cache Flush and TCP Sequence Number encoding

algorithms. In both figures, the y-axis represents the ratio:

Number of sent bytes (respectively, delay) when DRE is applied

Number of sent bytes (respectively, delay) without DRE

In the absence of packet loss, data redundancy elimination

can reduce the number of sent bytes by 45% and the download

time by 28%. These results are consistent with previous

studies [7], [5].

However, although the new encoding algorithms are more

robust to packet losses and can offer byte savings even with

10% packet loss, the presence of even only 1% packet loss

can already nullify any delay reduction and actually increase

the delay by up to 35%; and 2% packet loss rate can even

multiply the delay by a factor of 2.

We represent the results of the algorithms applied to two

different files. File 1 has an average number of dependencies
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to distinct IP packets of 4 while file 2 has an average of 7. We

observe that file 2 is more sensitive to packet losses both in

terms of byte savings and delay. This confirms our hypothesis:

When the number of dependencies is larger, packet losses can

have a larger impact on the performance as they induce more

correlated losses.

When comparing the results of the encoding schemes be-

tween them, Cache Flush is generally performing better than

TCP Sequence Number both from a byte saving and download

time perspective. These observations may be surprising, given

that the latter scheme should allow more redundant data to be

eliminated. We further investigated to understand the rationale

behind those results, and present the findings in the next

section.

Second, we evaluate the performance of the k-distance

encoding algorithm (see Figure 12). We varied the distance

k and measured both the sent bytes, and delay for a packet

loss rate of 5% and 10%. A value for k of approximately

8 provides a reasonable tradeoff between sent bytes versus

delay. In particular, it offers a 24% byte savings while still

limiting the delay. Table II compares the results with those of

the Cache Flush and TCP sequence algorithms.

We note that even when varying the k distance from 0 to

80, we cannot achieve the gains offered by Cache Flush. For

example, considering a 5% packet loss rate, the k-distance

algorithm always provides less than 30% byte savings even

when increasing the value of k to 80. In contrast, at the same

loss rate, we note that Cache Flush can offer more than 30%

byte savings. This further motivates the reasons to investigate

why Cache Flush is counter intuitively performing better than

the two other more sophisticated schemes.

VII. INSIGHTS: INEFFECTIVENESS OF AGGRESSIVE

COMPRESSION

We proposed three encoding algorithms in Section V: Cache

Flush, TCP sequence number, and k-distance. The two lat-

Cache Flush TCP seq k-distance

Bytes Sent (5% loss) 0.67 0.70 0.76
Delay (5% loss) 1.64 2.88 2.11
Bytes Sent (10% loss) 0.74 0.82 0.94
Delay (10% loss) 1.84 3.87 4.01

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ALL THREE ENCODING SCHEME FOR FILE 1, AND

PACKET LOSS RATES OF 5% AND 10%. FOR THE K-DISTANCE

ALGORITHM, WE SET K TO 8.

ter ones are more sophisticated and were expected to give

better performance. For example, the TCP sequence number

algorithm allows the encoder to not only eliminate all the

redundancy identified by Cache Flush, but also to identify

additional repeated content(s) with previous packets. As such,

the TCP sequence number algorithm was expected to provide

higher bandwidth savings, and hence potentially lower latency,

than Cache Flush. However, the experiments conducted in

Section VI showed the opposite: the simpler Cache Flush

algorithm surprisingly offers higher byte savings and lower

latency.

We measured the perceived packet loss rate due to different

algorithms, where perceived loss rate denotes the aggregate

loss rate due to the communication channel and due to the

fact that certain packets are undecodable (i.e., IPi depends on

IPj , but IPj is lost by the communication channel). Figure 13

shows the perceived packet loss rate against the actual packet

loss rate due to the underlying communication channel.

First, we observed that the perceived packet loss rate for

the TCP sequence algorithm is significantly higher than that

of the Cache Flush algorithm. We conjecture that this results

because the TCP sequence algorithm is more aggressive in

compressing packets and causes more complex inter-packet

dependencies which in turn impacts the perceived packet

loss rate. Consequently, the benefits due to more aggressive

compression are being offset due to higher perceived packet

loss rate and subsequent TCP retransmissions.

To confirm the above conjecture and to understand the

reasons behind the higher perceived loss rates, we delved

further into the dependencies between the encoded packets.

We deployed the TCP sequence number algorithm between the

client and server. Figure 14 illustrates an extract of the packets

exchanged between them. The upper arrows represent the

dependencies: e.g., IP14 includes redundant content with, and

is therefore encoded using IP13 and IP12. The lower arrows

highlight the retransmissions: e.g., IP24 is a retransmission of

IP13. We observed the following sequence of events:

t1 IP13 is sent from the server to the client. However,

it is randomly dropped and does not reach the client.

t2 IP14 is encoded using IP13. Although IP14 is prop-

erly received by the client, it cannot be decoded as

IP13 is missing. IP14 is therefore dropped.

t3 Similarly, IP15 to IP23 have some either direct

or indirect dependencies to IP13, and cannot be

decoded. They are all dropped by the client.
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t4 IP24 is a retransmission of IP14. It is sent not

encoded. The client accepts it and forwards it to the

upper layer, i.e., TCP.

t5 IP25 is encoded using IP24, IP23 and IP21. Since

IP23 and IP21 are missing at the client, IP25 cannot

be decoded but is dropped.

t6 IP26 is encoded using IP25, IP23 and IP21. As the

previous packet, IP26 cannot be decoded.

t7 IP27 is a retransmission of IP14. It is encoded using

IP24. The packet is properly decoded.

t8 IP28 is encoded using IP27, IP26 and IP20. IP28

cannot be decoded as the client has neither IP26 nor

IP20.

Among all the packets IP14 to IP28 sent from the server

to the client, following a packet loss (IP13), only two packets

(IP24 and IP27) were properly received and forwarded to the

TCP layer. In other words, an entire window of packets was

already sent and encoded using the loss packet, and subsequent

packets may be further encoded using any of these already sent

datagrams. Consequently, the impacts of a lost packet are seen

even after an entire window of packets.

To highlight the differences and reasons Cache Flush offers

better results, let us assume that Cache Flush is deployed

between the client and server: a cache flush would happen

before IP24 is sent. Then at t5, IP25 would be encoded using

only IP24. As such, the receiver could correctly decode IP25,

resulting in a lower perceived loss rate. In summary, Cache

Flush limits the dependencies to a window of packets.

Second, we focus on the perceived packet loss rate for the

k-distance algorithm, and observe that the results are very

similar to those of Cache Flush (Figure 13). One may therefore

expect these two encoding algorithms to give comparable

performances. However, Section VI showed that Cache Flush

was actually offering higher savings and lower latencies. It

turns out that for small values of k, the k-distance algorithm

forgoes opportunities to compress by limiting the number and

the choice of packet encodings to a window of at most k

packets. For instance, when k = 8 and p = 9%, our experiments

showed that the average packet sizes for the cache flush

algorithm and the k-distance algorithm were 835 bytes and 920

bytes respectively (while the numbers of packets sent by both

the algorithms were nearly identical, around 390 packets). As

such, although the perceived loss rate is comparable, for small

values of k, the average packet size of the k-distance algorithm

is larger than that obtained with Cache Flush, explaining the

differences in performances. As we increase k (> 1
p

), the

perceived packet loss rate of the k-distance algorithm evidently

surpasses the cache flush algorithm. Intuitively, for large values

of k, the behavior of the k-distance algorithm must match

that of the TCP sequence number algorithm. For instance,

when k = 50 and p = 9%, our experiments showed that the

average packet size for the k-distance algorithm drops to 634

bytes, while the total number of packets sent by the k-distance

algorithm increases to 430 − indicating that more aggressive

compression may come at the cost of higher perceived packet

loss rate, which in turn offsets the benefits due to compression.

We believe that our findings point to an important cross-

layer optimization problem (IP layer mobility and redundancy

elimination vs. TCP layer retransmissions). When implement-

ing byte caching at the IP layer, special attention must be paid

to IP layer byte caching so as to not interfere with TCP layer

retransmissions. We believe that our initial study warrants

a more detailed investigation into such cross-layer problems

with the goal of optimizing end-to-end network performance.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Caching of frequently requested data objects has been

used for reducing bytes transferred in many network systems,

particularly for the Web [15]. However, caching of complete

objects cannot take advantage of partial redundancies among

similar but not exact objects. Fragment-based Web caching has

been used for reducing redundant storage and transmission of

Web pages which have similar but not identical content [16].

In order to address some of the limitations of Web caching,

Spring and Wetherall [17] proposed a protocol-independent

algorithm for reducing redundant network traffic. For the Web

traces used in this paper, even after proxy caching was applied,

an additional 39% of the traffic was found to be redundant.



The redundancy elimination algorithm that we used in this

paper is based on the one proposed by Spring and Wetherall.

Anand et al. have worked extensively on byte caching [6],

[7], [8], [5]. A key difference in our work is that we consider

the effect of packet losses. We demonstrate that unreliable

packet delivery requires enhancements to the byte caching

algorithm for correctness and also has a significant effect on

performance.

Lumezanu et al. examined the effect of packet losses on

redundancy elimination in cellular wireless networks [12].

They studied Spring and Wetherall’s algorithm and found

that the loss of only a few packets can disrupt redundancy

elimination and eliminate bandwidth savings. They proposed

an approach called informed marking to detect lost packets and

prevent them from being used for future encodings. Our work

confirms that packet losses can significantly reduce the value

of redundancy elimination. We go beyond [12] by pointing

out correctness problems in the presence of packet losses,

and quantify the effect of packet losses on download times,

something which is not done in [12].

Finally, we discuss two additional potential approaches to

address packet losses: a first solution could consist in having

the decoder – upon detecting a missing packet – sending a

notification message to the encoder to retrieve a copy of the

missing actual content. We have not evaluated and are planning

to assess the impact of packet losses on the performances of

such a solution. However, we speculate that the extra round

trip required to retrieve the missing packet can still result in a

large number of dependencies affected by the loss, and hence,

cause considerable delays in TCP performances. A second

solution could consist in not caching a packet until it has been

successfully acknowledged as received by the other endpoint.

However, the lost of an acknowledgment message could still

lead to cache desynchronization.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an in-depth implementation based anal-

ysis of IP-layer byte caching schemes. While most past studies

have claimed significant gains due to byte caching schemes

we show: (i) a naive implementation of IP-layer byte caching

scheme may violate correctness requirements by introducing

circular dependencies which may be triggered even due to a

single packet loss (or packet corruption or reordering) and

result in the termination of the TCP connection, (ii) we show

that more aggressive compression mechanisms for IP-layer

byte caching may negatively interfere with TCP retransmis-

sions in the presence of packet losses; in particular, this paper

shows that the savings due to more aggressive compression

mechanisms may be offset due to higher perceived packet loss

rates and TCP retransmissions, and (iii) unlike past trace based

studies our implementation based study shows that while byte

savings may be achieved even in the presence of packet losses,

the impact of byte caching on latency may be non-trivial (e.g.,

a factor of 2 increase in latency at 2% packet loss).

Indeed one potential solution to circumvent such problems

is to implement byte caching schemes over the TCP layer;

however, such schemes may not seamlessly support IP mo-

bility or may incur the overhead of TCP state migration.

We believe that this paper improves the design of efficient

and robust byte caching schemes by highlighting: (i) possible

negative interferences that arise due to cross-layer optimization

(in particular, between TCP retransmission schemes and IP-

layer byte caching schemes) and (ii) the need to build a tune-

able byte caching scheme that can dynamically adapt how

aggressively it compresses packets based on the packet loss

rate in the underlying communication channel.
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